Did Sunday's Hop Hex Trio Appearance?

THE KINGSTON TRIO, pictured above, may have had a monkey wrench thrown into plans for their appearance here in the Spring. Poor turnout at the Brothers Four concert could mean the end of "big names" appearances on the PC campus.

ROTC Honor Club Plans Annual Ball
The tenth annual Military Ball will be held Friday evening, Feb. 10, at the King Philip ballroom, Wrentham, Mass.

This year the event, Cadet Officers Honor Club, Pershing Rifles Install Pledges At Cad Date
Pershing Rifles Company K-12 installed forty-seven pledges into the organization at the first annual Cord Dance, held Friday night at Rhodes-on-the-Pawtuxet State Room.

The dance marked the culmination of the pledge in conjunction with the College's Homecoming Weekend. General chairman Dave Duffy reported.

The formal, non-dance will feature the music of Jean Smith and his orchestra from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. and will be highlighted both by the selection of the Queen and by the initiation of juniors into the Honor Club. Tickets for the event will go on sale in January for $2.

More than 300 couples attended last year. John Partidge, committee chairman, stated that the winning girl will be named Honor Cadet Colonel, queen of the Alumni Homecoming festivities, and will provide over the annual May Review of the Cadet Corp. She will receive numerous gifts and appear at several Alumni functions, including the Friar-URI basketball game on Saturday evening.

Partidge will release more Queen information in the near future.

Chairman Duffy noted that the King Philip was selected by the committee for its spacious facilities. They will eliminate problems incurred at the Biltmore last year when the crowd attending proved to be larger than could be comfortably handled.

He also said that dinner will be handled.

O'Leary Appoints Ring Committee
James O'Leary, president of the sophomore class, has announced the appointment of Andy Sayko and Paul McNamara as co-chairmen of the sophomore ring committee.

James Lowe, co-chairman of the sophomore weekend, also announced that open meeting will take place on Monday, at 6:30 p.m. in Stephen Hall lounge.

"All members of the class of '63 who are interested in doing their part to assure the success of the weekend should attend this meeting," stated Lowe.

Brown University Professor To Speak Here Next Monday
The National Honors Science Program of Providence College is continuing the Distinguished Lecture Series by presenting Professor James M. Wilson of Brown University in a talk on "Science and the Future" in Albertus Magnus Hall on Monday at 7:30 p.m.

The lecture will cite the great importance of science in modern day life and its expected changes in the coming years.

Professor Wilson is Distinguished Professor of the Brown faculty with the highest record of active service. He is the retired head of the department of biology at Brown University and was one of the chief consultants of government on matters pertaining to health, serving in the Cancer Society as a research worker.

The National Institute of Health appointed him to the commission to investigate Providence College in view of its approval as "the pilot experiment" in undergraduate education. The program entails research in all the health sciences with all financial costs paid for by the National Institute of Health.

Orphans Assisted By Club Dance Fund
The Kent County Club has donated $50.00 from the proceeds of the Holiday Dance, held at the Lakeside Orphanage in Warwick. The donation will be used to purchase a Christmas tree and gifts for the children in the orphanage.

Closing the Book Drive to be held on Monday, December 11, will be left in Harkins Hall any time during the day except when Mass is going on.

SOPHS UNDERGO FINANCIAL PAIN AT BROS. FOUR
The Brothers Four concert here Sunday became the third in a series of big name events to end in social success and at the same time suffer financial setback. That was the verdict of a sophomore class spokesman after the curtain had closed Sunday afternoon.

"As usual the event was considered a social success but contrary to the rumor that the class lost its shirt, the fact arises that the sophomores managed not to incur serious deficit," said James O'Leary, president of the sophomore class.

Financial outcome of the Brothers' appearance on the Providence campus could possibly affect a later appearance of the Kingston Trio. The junior class is currently investigating the possibility of having the Trio part of their Junior Weekend, or even as an independent attraction.

The impending financial risk of their venture taken in consideration of last weekend's less than financial success, could possibly lead to the prohibition of the juniors carrying out such a plan.

Further developments in this regard are expected in the near future, as a report is expected from the sophomores as soon as they are able to complete an inventory of expenses for the affair.

O'Leary said he was satisfied with the whole affair and hopes to bring the quartet on campus in the future.

"Their performance was excellent and was highlighted by

REV. J. L. LENNON, O.P.
The students were greeted by the college Chaplain, Rev. Thomas McCarthy, O.P., and by the Dean of Studies, Rev. Joseph L. Lennon, O.P.

Dr. Lennon, In his talk to the students, stated that natural sciences can never be the most important subject in the curriculum of a liberal education because it gives only knowledge of the universe's components, whereas philosophy and theology provide a universal perspective.

He went on to say that although science, since it is a part, can never be greater than the whole, the value of scientific knowledge is immense. Next to the contemplation of God, the study of God's creation is the noblest work of man.
MEMO FROM THE EDITOR:

Judging by the sensitivity of College officials towards the use of this campus as a propaganda sounding board, the Carolan Club's Thursday exhibition of a film entitled "Operation Abolition" strikes a truly jarring note.

The movie, composed largely of newsreel footage subpoenaed from two California TV stations, purports to be a documentary about the student demonstrations against the House Un-American Activities hearings in San Francisco last May. Actually, it is an admittedly distorted propaganda presentation, produced by the HUAC in its own behalf under circumstances which hardly lend themselves to sober and objective commentary on the events in question.

Although anti-Communist as the next man, I could hardly see my way clear to becoming a party to the possible misrepresentation of axe-grinding under the guise of unprejudiced documentary, from my own information, including personal contacts with California collegians, I am convinced that the film prostituted itself by "selling" a valid message through cheap, slanted, Madison Avenue hucksterism.

Worse yet, the production was so slickly done and the theme so inherently patriotic that the average viewer can scarcely have been aware of its subtle alteration by means of calculated editorial selection and narrative suggestion.

At an institution where "Veritas" is the avowed motto, the audience might at least have been previously informed of this film's controversial nature and alleged bias. For my own part, I adhere to that good Thomistic principle that the end-even anti-Communism does not justify the means.

CHARLES J. GOETZ

Pershing Rifles Cont'd...

(Continued from Page 1)


Ahlembic Deadline Set For December 14

Deadline for the next issue of the Ahlembic has been set for December 14. Contributions must be submitted to Mr. Sullivan in room 314 Raymond Hall or to the switchboard operator in Herbert Hall.

Ohio State Ghost Team Found Fake

COLUMBUS OHIO, (UPS) The Ohio State University student newspaper The Lantern has uncovered a national ghost writing firm operating in part on the campus, writing student reports and term papers at $1.10 to $1.40 a page.

In revealing the business, The Lantern said it had a half-member applied for a 2400 word paper on the Quemoy-Matsu issue between President John F. Kennedy and Vice President Richard M. Nixon.

He received word from the firm that the paper could be done in two or three days at a cost of $12.50. The firm required half payment in advance and the rest upon receipt of the paper.

The paper arrived after a week's wait, with a letter explaining the delay. It was complete with footnotes, bibliography, two maps of the Far East area, and several spelling errors.

A member of the political department judged the paper in "take about an hour's research. I would return it to the student in re-written," he said. "One would expect such quality from a junior in high school. There are several misspellings; it is carelessly written, the rhetoric is poor; quote marks are misused."

The firm's circulars claim that the ghost writers are "Ph.D. trained."

The average man growing a full beard can look handsome or foolish, depending on how well he takes care of it. It is not a matter of growing a beard, but of maintaining one. A man should wash his face daily and apply a good lather. He should rub his face with water after shaving a full one-half square mile of face yearly. The men of Providence College believe in the wearing of beards and have found that it is a great aid in maintaining discipline and in creating a sense of honor among the students.

The firm's circulars state that their writers are "Ph.D. trained."

The average man growing a full beard can look handsome or foolish, depending on how well he takes care of it. It is not a matter of growing a beard, but of maintaining one. A man should wash his face daily and apply a good lather. He should rub his face with water after shaving. The men of Providence College believe in the wearing of beards and have found that it is a great aid in maintaining discipline and in creating a sense of honor among the students.

The firm's circulars state that their writers are "Ph.D. trained."

The average man growing a full beard can look handsome or foolish, depending on how well he takes care of it. It is not a matter of growing a beard, but of maintaining one. A man should wash his face daily and apply a good lather. He should rub his face with water after shaving. The men of Providence College believe in the wearing of beards and have found that it is a great aid in maintaining discipline and in creating a sense of honor among the students.

The firm's circulars state that their writers are "Ph.D. trained."

The average man growing a full beard can look handsome or foolish, depending on how well he takes care of it. It is not a matter of growing a beard, but of maintaining one. A man should wash his face daily and apply a good lather. He should rub his face with water after shaving. The men of Providence College believe in the wearing of beards and have found that it is a great aid in maintaining discipline and in creating a sense of honor among the students.

The firm's circulars state that their writers are "Ph.D. trained."

The average man growing a full beard can look handsome or foolish, depending on how well he takes care of it. It is not a matter of growing a beard, but of maintaining one. A man should wash his face daily and apply a good lather. He should rub his face with water after shaving. The men of Providence College believe in the wearing of beards and have found that it is a great aid in maintaining discipline and in creating a sense of honor among the students.

The firm's circulars state that their writers are "Ph.D. trained."

The average man growing a full beard can look handsome or foolish, depending on how well he takes care of it. It is not a matter of growing a beard, but of maintaining one. A man should wash his face daily and apply a good lather. He should rub his face with water after shaving. The men of Providence College believe in the wearing of beards and have found that it is a great aid in maintaining discipline and in creating a sense of honor among the students.

The firm's circulars state that their writers are "Ph.D. trained."

The average man growing a full beard can look handsome or foolish, depending on how well he takes care of it. It is not a matter of growing a beard, but of maintaining one. A man should wash his face daily and apply a good lather. He should rub his face with water after shaving. The men of Providence College believe in the wearing of beards and have found that it is a great aid in maintaining discipline and in creating a sense of honor among the students.

The firm's circulars state that their writers are "Ph.D. trained."

The average man growing a full beard can look handsome or foolish, depending on how well he takes care of it. It is not a matter of growing a beard, but of maintaining one. A man should wash his face daily and apply a good lather. He should rub his face with water after shaving. The men of Providence College believe in the wearing of beards and have found that it is a great aid in maintaining discipline and in creating a sense of honor among the students.
SANTA TRAVELS UNDER MANY NAMES

St. Nick Ready To Tour World

SANTA CLAUSS is a wanted man. But I won't be easy to track down, for he has too many aliases.

In one part of the world he pops up under the name Julenissen; in another, the Abbot of Unrecht; in a third, as Saint Nicholas, or Father Christmas.

Santa’s rewards, as well as his name, vary from place to place. In one country, a bad kid is Bubble to find coal in his stockings. Elsewhere a good child may discover a ‘Yogi Bear!’

SANTAS TIMETABLE and the gifts he brings vary with the particular country where he has set up operations.

In Spain, he bears gifts on January 6, Epiphany, in celebration of the Three Wise Men. King's three wise men throw their shoes in the windows and fill them with straw for the neighbors' horses —in the hope that while the horses may neigh, Santa won't say "nay."

SANTA'S IMAGE is TRADITIONAL AMERICAN. In Germany, he wears a big coat which he rattles at the door, and enters bringing oranges, nuts, and cookies for the good youngsters, an empty potato sack for the bad ones.

In Italy, Santa comes as an old woman on a broomstick, named La Befana, and leaves gifts in the shoes of nice children. But woe to those who don't mind their parents —they're apt to find ashes in their boots!

SANTA CLAUS has been known by many names in his remarkable career.

In the 4th century he was modeled after the original St. Nicholas who lived in Turkey and whose deeds of courage and kindness earned him after death the title of patron saint of children. The legend of the good saint as gift giver later spread to Europe, especially Holland, Belgium and Germany.

In the Middle Ages, the gift-giver took human form and became an officer who directed the festivities of the holiday season. Dubbed the Abbot of Unrecht by the Scots, and the Lord of Misrule, he held office from Christmas till January 6, and his word was law. Either expected or actual, he ruled over the holiday activities in royal households, colleges, and cities. The King of the Bean, and to the French he was the Boy Bishop.

IN GERMANY during the 19th century, Martin Luther, a religious leader who also invented a lot of new German words, substituted the Christ Child, or Jesus, for St. Nicholas as the bearer of gifts. He wanted to make the bearing of the gifts a Christian one.

This occasion,” he said, “will provide us with the opportunity of utilizing selections heard to (Continued on Page 7)

Judo Club Begins; Membership Open

A Providence College Judo Club has been elected or appointed, he ruled and his word was law. Either expected or actual, he ruled over the holiday activities in royal households, colleges, and cities. The King of the Bean, and to the

members and secondly, to give an opportunity to have an inexpensive evening of Dec. 27 in New York City.

SANTA TRAVELS UNDER MANY NAMES

The Providence College Glee Club will join the Glee Club of Salve Regina College in a concert this evening. Rev. Leo S. Cannon, O.P., Musical Director of the Club, explained that the concert with Salve Regina takes place in St. Mary’s Church, Newport, because of the recent installation there of a large pipe organ, which will be dedicated during the program.

“ ’This occasion,” he said, “will provide us with the opportunity of utilizing selections heard to (Continued on Page 7)

Choice of Gift

Left to Seniors

A referendum is to be circulated by the senior class gift committee during the week of Dec. 13-16, in order to determine what use will be made of the funds at its disposal. The choice is between the purchase of a gift or the investment of the money so that a large amount can be given at a later time.

If the classes chooses to invest the money, the funds will be placed in the hands of professional managers, who will put them to work in a college-wide program. This plan has been encouraged by the Rhode IslandDepartment of Education, which has made a renewal of the United Student Fund. Brown University's class of 1961 has already invested in the Diversity Growth Stock fund.

An alternative to the long investment plan is the purchase of a gift at the close of the year, according to the plans of the committee. A new group, the Capital City Seniors, has been added to the roster of new candidates after tonight.

Any student wishing to learn the sport of judo is invited to attend tonight’s meeting.

Suffolk Law School Extends Invitation To Pre-Legal Society Members of the St. Thomas More Society are invited to visit the Suffolk Law School in Boston tomorrow. The invitation, extended by the school, to the members to sit in on classes and to get an insight into the running of a law school.

Suffolk will be admitted into the society after the first semester. Membership is open to anyone interested in the legal field. The group has week-long meetings and is able to give prominence in the legal profession speaks to the group.

The Prophet, Jan. 4, Mr. Harold Reuschen, dean of Villanova Law School, will speak at the Boulden Room, Alumni Hall.

The U. S. Hydrographic Institute releases many bottles in the sea to study the flow of tides and currents.

Metropolitan Club Plans Yule Dance

The Metropolitan Club of New York will hold their annual Christmas Dance on Tuesday, December 27, at the Sherman-Atlantic Hotel in New York City.

The dance this year is being held in concurrence with Providence’s appearance in the Holiday Festival at Sherry’s Square Garden, according to Don Slover, president of the regional club.

Tickets for the semi-formal non-floral affair are on sale until December 15. Bids for the dance are $5.00 per couple.

Dorn students who are planning to attend may buy their tickets from Don Slover or Tim Phelan, chairman of the event. Tickets will also be sold in the Raymond Hall dining room at the discount of $4.50, until December 17. Dayboks will have an opportunity to purchase tickets at the entrance of the dance and in the rotunda in Harkins Hall after 5:30.

Tickets will also be sold on the eve of the dance at the door.

Skalko Heads WDOM News; Announces Broadcasting Plans

Sophomore John J. Skalko has been appointed to the post of news director of WDOM, according to the radio station’s executive board.

The board felt that because of his experience in radio and his stature as a former resident of Rhode Island, Skalko would be well suited to the position.

Skalko has announced a new schedule for newscasts including three news “specials.” A five minute summary of the latest news will be broadcast every hour on the hour and on the half hour.

The news “specials” include “The News of the Week Review,” “Word Report,” and “This Week at the U.M.”

The first two are heard on Sunday nights and the last is heard Monday afternoons.

“IT IS OUR GOAL to have our listeners the best-informed in the state,” said Skalko. “We will do this by on-the-spot reports and a full staff of news editors.”

“Through the cooperation of radio station WIVE in Providence, we are able to give our listeners the latest weather statistics every five minutes. Our newsroom is equipped with a United Press International teletype, supplied through the courtesy of the Liggett and Myers Tobacco Company.

“We are able to give the latest weather statistics from across the nation and throughout the world, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.” The NBC News Department gives us direct reports from wherever a big story breaks, from locations. Our newsroom is completely equipped with a computer for immediate reproduction of radio scripts as soon as received.

The Providence College Glee Club will join the Glee Club of Salve Regina College in a concert this evening. Rev. Leo S. Cannon, O.P., Musical Director of the Club, explained that the concert with Salve Regina takes place in St. Mary’s Church, Newport, because of the recent installation there of a large pipe organ, which will be dedicated during the program.

This occasion,” he said, “will provide us with the opportunity of utilizing selections heard to (Continued on Page 7)
“Parking” Problem.

Police in the environs of Providence seem rather lax in regard to their enforcement of the “parking” law. While not entirelyContent:...
CALAMAZOO, MICH. — A solution to the ever more troublesome problem of what to do about the alumni who in spite of the college admit that they never see or hear regarding, regardless of activity, is seen in a two-year experiment now being conducted at a regular service at Calamazoo College.

To help alumni and their children avoid possible disappointment, the College, in cooperation with the Calamazoo Alumni Association, may make a free service to test the children's abilities while they are still in high school.

The alumni youngsters are offered an all-day battery of tests, administered on the campus by Raymond L. Hightower, chairman of the Department of Sociology and Director of Testing Services.

"RUBE BECKE JOINED ONE of the first good white bands to play 'hot' — the Wolverines — and started on his way to fame. About the same time as Bix was creating a sensation, Louis Armstrong came on the scene. Although they both played the same instrument and the same type of jazz, there was a marked contrast in their music. Bix with his musical education got more beauty, softness, and pure tone out of each note. Louis had more swing, more drive, and more power in his music.

From 1924 on, Birebecker ran an endless race of subdued band work in the afternoons and early evenings, long laborious hours which were a strain because he did all the work himself. The more they got of his music, the better they liked it. Louis Parker was one of the greatest artists in jazz.

The place to be Thursday Night, December 29, whether We Win, Lose, or Draw in the Garden is THE RIVIERE TERRACE 53rd St. and Broadway

From 10:30 P.M. to 2:30 A.M. For the swingingest All-Campus Ball that the Big City of New York has ever seen. So Remember to Make it, You'll be Sorry if You Don't.

FRIDAY NIGHT OPENS and in keeping with its German theme, it might be well to consider the influence of Bix Birebecker. This man ranks with Louis Armstrong as one of the greatest artists in jazz.

Bix was born of German immigrants in Joliet, Illinois, and was very interested in classical and semi-classical music. However, while a freshman in college, he introduced a new type of music in jazz known as 'hot sounds.' He was so taken by this new concept that he virtually quit school the first night he was in contact with it. He did last the full year through, and the summer of 1918, was spent in Chicago night clubs perfecting new ideas of his own.

COWI CAMPAGN RATED 'Success'

The Cowi subscription drive for "Where the Boys Are," produced by Jane Russell, and starring John Raitt, Richard Crenna, Tony Curtis, Young B. Adams, and Barbara Nichols, is "Where the Boys Are," and it is the most successful of the year's drives in the history of Brown University.

The current sales figures are the best since 1941, when Modern Languages at Brown had approximately 300 students, and it is expected to grow.

Top Job Holders

Seven Presidents of the United States — Lincoln, Jefferson, Jackson, Fillmore, Buchanan, Garfield, and Arthur — were among its log cabins. Eight presidents didn't go to college: 23 were lawyers. The first president to have a job executive to be photographed, Taft the first to play golf, FDR the first to have a high school degree.

WHEN, AFTER joining Paul Whiteman's big band, he had a chart-topping hit without help from the "Jazz Singer," "Pops" ordered him honed for a recording session. After a year of relaxation, he came back to New York and proved once again, beyond all reasonable doubt, that he was a genius.

So Remember to Make it, You'll be Sorry if You Don't.
Catholic Press - Introduces
First - New - Complete
Catholic Home Library
Imprimatur Approval by Cardinals Stritch and Meyer

See John Egan, 128 Steven Hall
Concerning Purchase or Employment
or Call DE 1-0404
Rutgers To Give Course On Asia

A New Jersey Seminar on Asian Studies, designed to develop a model introductory college course on Asia, has been established at Rutgers University in New Brunswick. At least twenty college teachers, representing the six Jersey state colleges plus Princeton, Seton Hall, Fairleigh Dickinson, Rutgers, and Douglass, are attending the seminar, which meets every third Friday.

Dr. Aradh Kulkarni, political science professor at Rutgers and director of the Seminar, explained that most participants have come equipped with an extensive background in some phase of Asian studies. "Our primary job," he said, "will be to acquaint all of the specialists with each other's fields and to develop working papers covering the whole gamut of Asian interests."

LA SALLE
CUSTOM TAILOR
ADD'L DEL ROSSI, Prop.
Cleaning—Pressing Repairing of All Kinds
—FUR EXPERTS—
1001 Smith Street
Providence, R. I.

Around The World With Santa Claus ...

(Continued from Page 3)

by Dr. Clement C. Moore, an American minister. Dr. Moore based the poem on a colorful old Dutchman he knew, and named it, "The Night Before Christmas." He recited it to his children, who were delighted. Then he threw it way. A lady visitor rescued it from the wastebasket and had it published in the Troy N. Y. Sentinel.

It became a literary classic and almost every child now knows about the creatures that were not stirring, not even a mouse.

DURING the 19th century, Santa reversed the Atlantic from the USA and became known as Father Christmas in England and Pere Noel in France. "Julenissen" is what the Norwegians call him, and he works overtime in the land of the fiords. He brings gifts to good kids before they go to bed on Christmas Eve, after the family have finished Christmas dinner; and in the week between Christmas and New Year's he forms his sack to a community party for the children called "Jultrosen."

Regardless of the name by which Santa is known, and no matter where he appears, one fact about the old-timer remains constant:

HE IS A WANTED MAN.

ONE-STOP SHOPPING FOR A NEW CAR at your Chevrolet dealer's!

Now you can make your car-shopping rounds the easy way—all under one roof! For '61 your Chevrolet dealer offers nearly any type of car you could want—at the kind of price that'll make you want it all the more. There's a whole new crop of Chevy Corvairs with lower priced sedans and coupes and four wonderful new wagons unlike any ever built before in the land. There are new Chevy Biscaynes—the lowest priced full-size Chevrolets, beautiful Bel Airs, elegant Impalas, six easier loading Chevrolet wagons, including three 9-passenger models. Come in and pick and choose to your heart's content!

New '61 Chevrolet IMPALA 2-DOOR SEDAN

Here's a new measure of elegance from the most elegant Chevrolets of all. There's a full line of five Impalas—each with sensible new dimensions, tight backing ease-to-pack trunk that loads down at bumper level and lets you pile baggage 15% higher.

New '61 Chevrolet BEL AIR SPORT SEDAN

Beautiful Bel Airs, priced just above the thriftiest full-size Chevys, bring you newness you can use: larger door openings, higher easy-chair seats, more leg room in front, more foot room in the rear, all wrapped up in parkable new outside dimensions.

New '61 Chevrolet BEL AIR 2-DOOR SEDAN

New lower priced '61 CORVAIR 700 CLUB COUPE

There's a whole crew of new Chevy Corvairs for '61—polished and perfected to bring you spunk, space and savings. Lower priced sedans and coupes offer nearly 12% more room under the hood for your luggage—and you can also choose from four new family-loving wagons.

New '61 Chevrolet 4-DOOR BISCAYNE 6

NOW—BIG-CAR COMFORT AT SMALL-CAR PRICES—Chevy's new Biscaynes, 6 or V8, are built to save in a big way. They offer a full measure of Chevorlet quality, roominess and proved performance, yet they are priced right down with many cars that give you a lot less.

See the new Chevrolet cars, Chevy Corvairs and the new Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's.
COWL QUESTION: WHAT DID YOU THINK OF THE SHOW PUT ON BY THE BROTHERS FOUR LAST SUNDAY?

MARSHALL FARLEY—Fabulous. The Brothers Four exceeded my greatest expectation and put on a show that cannot be rivaled by even the Kingston Trio. Having seen both the Kingston Trio and the Brothers Four, I feel that the Brothers Four put on a better show and have a diversity of program better than the Kingston Trio.

PAUL McNAMARA—The Brothers were really fabulous. The guys who didn’t go certainly missed out on an afternoon of fun.

WILLIAM CROTTY—About 90% of the student body missed the best performance ever to hit the PC campus.

MICHAEL RUCCI—Tremendous. They are a fine group and they made the audience have fun while having fun themselves.

MATT BARRY—A very enjoyable, personable and showmanship group exemplifying the folklife type music that is fast becoming the thing on college campuses. It is only a pity that relatively so few attended, and that the others were unable to appreciate one of PC’s first this year. Congratulations, folks. Trio next, maybe?

JERRY PESCAETELLO—Fabulous. The students who did not attend this show really missed something. It just goes to show how much enthusiasm here on this campus when it comes to something good.

KEN WILHELM—This show was really terrific. The sophomore class "look, one step" beyond and the student body one step toward a social grave. The lethargy often spoken of in regards to other schools in the area is catching on here.

It is only a pity that relatively so few attended the show put on by the Brothers Four last Sunday.

When you've got a whole student body or at least a mass of a student body that has a real willingness to learn, then you get people of all ages who are mature because they can act on their own, who are already aware of the need to educate themselves.

—Mario L. Colucci

So. African Negro Exiled From Home

Cambridge, Mass. (UPS)—A South African Negro will leave his country to study at Harvard even though it means he can never return.

Lewis Nkosi, a 23-year-old journalist in Johannes­burg, was awarded a Nieman Fellowship this year for study at Harvard. The South African government has agreed to grant him an exit permit provided he signs a declaration that he is leaving permanently.

Earlier this year the government refused to grant Nkosi an application for a passport. University officials speculated that the Union was retaliating against Nkosi for his attacks on South Africa's apartheid policies.

Condemning the government's refusal to grant a passport to Nkosi, South Africa's Institute of Race Relations called it an action which "could only once again expose South Africa to world censure."

White students have been permitted to leave the country freely.

Nkosi's former employer, the Johannesburg Post, criticized the government's action saying, "This country now loses the services of a man who would have served his people all the better after his year at a great American university, and the Government gains the world spotlight for an act of spite which will not easily be lived down."

The South African government did not indicate reasons for its sudden change in policy.

Nkosi plans to study magazine writing and recent develop­ments in mass communications theory while at Harvard.

University Night Delegates Chosen

Brian Molinany, Robert Grath­wel, and Charles Gotz have been selected to represent Providence College at the Uni­versity Night observances of the British Empire Club on the even­ing of December 12, according to the Rev. Joseph L. Lennon, O.P., Dean of the College.

The purpose of the annual dinner and lecture, according to Father Lennon, is to pay trib­ute to outstanding students in Rhode Island colleges and to provide an opportunity for a social gathering of those tal­ented students.

Letters Cont’d . . .

(Continued from Page 4)
Frosh Lose to BU Team; Providence Nips Brown 2 to 1

Boston University's freshman hockey team defeated the Providence College freshman hockey forces 6-3 last Saturday afternoon at the R. I. Auditorium. Jim Mooney opened the PC bid with a slapshot into the Providence goal, nipped the Brown freshmen 2-1. Although Merrimack College has remained relatively obscure in eastern hockey circles, the Merrimack sextet may prove threat in the forthcoming game with nine returning lettermen. Coach Jim Reynolds, in spite of his lack of material and inexperience, has proven himself a capable mentor with a record of twenty wins, eighteen losses, and three ties during his four-year reign. Among the nine returning lettermen is center George Pollock, a hockey standout, who has gained honorable mentions both on the New England All-Star hockey squad and the All-East squad.

New Cocktail Bar Now Open

BRADLEY CAFE
New Cocktail Bar Now Open
571 ADMIRAL STREET
MA 1-2891

H. S.

CHINOS
NATURAL & OLIVE
108 WATERMAN STREET

All the Books for the Serious Student!

Paperback—Hardbacks
All Subjects—Art Dept.
Foreign Language Studies
Classics — References
Special Orders for Classes

ARCADE BOOK SHOP
Arcade Bldg., 68 2nd Floor — Executive JA 1-4149
Open Thru. Night

University Blazers
29.75
Navy-Black-Grey-Gold

WALDORF TUCKED COMPANY
212 UNION STREET
At Weymouth St.
Providence 3, Rhode Island

Fidel Castro...Nineteen, the Pooh,...James Hoag...Golden Caulfield—Norm Dobsell...Use great quotations...The public be damned...

Hockey Sextet Faces Warriors

Merrimack College's hockey forces journey to the Rhode Is­land Auditorium to play the Providence College hockey team Saturday, December 10 at 1:00 p.m.

Although Merrimack College has remained relatively obscure in eastern hockey circles, Merrimack may prove threat in the forthcoming game with nine returning lettermen. Coach Jim Reynolds, in spite of his lack of material and experience, has proven himself a capable mentor with a record of twenty wins, eighteen losses, and three ties during his four-year reign. Among the nine returning letter­men is center George Pollock, a hockey standout, who has gained honorable mentions both on the New England All-Star hockey squad and the All-East squad.

The Bruins' lone goal was sent home by Joe Daughtery at 8:57. The point men are possessors of tremendous blue line shots, especially John O'Connell, whose booming slap shot thrills the crowd and chills the goalie. The passing, when good, is ex­cellent—but it's not consistently good. But excellence will come with more game experience.

SOPHOMORE GOALIE DAN HORNSTEIN, a former member of Hope High, overcame his first-game jitters early in the Brown game and has defended strongly for the Friars. He cannot be held responsible for the seven goals that got by him Saturday afternoon as his team dismantled a two-goal, third period lead against the Terriers. The many goals were scored against the Friars Saturday that Hornstein never saw. He never returned his head fast enough because defenders were jamming the goal mouth.

As a consequence, one shot, which would have been blocked, was driven behind the goal, caromed off in a leg, rounded another post from before the Providence goal, bounced in off a skate; a third time, a blue line shot charged direction after glancing off a Friar defender's glove and studied Danny, who was moving to cover the original shot.

The Hockey Team showed everyone that it has a power­ful offense. The sextet still retain their league's fifth five goals against one of the greatest goalies, Howard Ni­cyle of Brown, who also made 46 saves, and hit the red lights eight times against defending Eastern Champion Terriers. Providence's forwards are tall, shifty, and quick. The first line, Joe Krouth, Jim Wand­macher, and Ed Dolan, form as good a unit as any oth­er line in eastern collegiate hockey circles. The point men are possessors of tremendous blue line shots, especially John O'Connell, whose booming slap shot thrills the crowd and chills the goalie. The passing, when good, is ex­cellent—but it's not consistently good. But excellence will come with more game experience.
The 1960-61 Varsity Hoop Squad

The Frosh Smash 'Hounds 73-58

Last Saturday evening the Providence college freshman fire opened its season by defeating Assumption College 73-58.

Big John Thomas compiled in his debut by pouring 23 points through the nets. The seven-foot Archbishop Carroll alumnus used his height to great advantage while dominating the boards throughout the contest.

The Friar's loss was never threatened and they held the upper hand by 17 points at intermission.

Bob Simon, a talented backcourtman, looked very impressive in collecting 19 points for Frosh Smash.

It is a recognized varsity hotbed.

The Greyhounds' high point was Mike Cingiser and Captain Forrest Byrrom, who tallied 20 points in the Bruin opening game victory over Amherst 64-47.

The Frosh play the Brown freshmen at Marvel Gym tonight at 6:15. On Saturday, the junior hoopmen journey to New London to play the Coast Guard JV.

Mullaneymen To Encounter 3 Road Foes

Providence College's basketball team opens a three-game week tonight when it plays Brown at Marvel in New York and Santa Clara on the West Coast.

Brown coach Stan Ward has built his team around All-Ivy guard Mike Cingiser and Captain Forrest Byrrom, who tallied 20 points in the Bruin opening game victory over Amherst 64-47.

The Friars win to New York City to play St. Francis College on Saturday, December 9. The Terriers, coached by Danny Lynch, will field a fast, aggressive club whose only drawback is a lack of height—the tallest starting operative being 6'4".

Main cog in the Terriers' offense is 6'2" Richye Dyer, a fine jumper. Other returning veterans are 6'2" Dave Draper and 5'10" George Davcy. Other starting positions are in doubt, with possibles being 6'7" junior John Taddiken getting the nod at center. However, Greg Heath, 6'5" junior forward, has been noted for his three-point shooting.

Following the St. Francis game, PC travels to West Coast, opening up against Santa Clara on Monday, December 12, at San Jose Civic Auditorium.

The Broncos, coached by Bob Feenick, feature a tall, but one which is lacking in experience. Much of the Santa Clara hopes rest on the development of two tall, talented sophomores, 6'8" Gene Sheidels and 6'7" Joe Weiss. They will make the Broncos tough if they can gain the necessary experience.

For leadership, Coach Feenick will look to 6'5" Ron McGee, the only returning starter from last year's WCAC championship team. McGee, who averaged a little better than seven points a game last season, gives the Broncos some experience in their front line.

Rifle Team Standards; Orchard Holds Classes

The Providence College Rifle team recently made known requirements for membership and participation on the squad.

The PC Rifle team, although under the guidance and leadership of the ROTC program, is recognized as a varsity unit, in no way restricting shooting on a specified day at their home range, are sent to the competing schools. Comparison determines the winners.

The PC Rifle team, although under the guidance and leadership of the ROTC program, is recognized as a varsity unit, in no way restricting shooting on a specified day at their home range, are sent to the competing schools. Comparison determines the winners.

The season for the rifle team, the longest of any varsity sport, extends from November to March and finishes up with the NRA sectional matches, which determine the team's national standing.

The Friar's Sextet to Meet Numerous Schools

Although the Friars were able to move into a 23-point lead in the first several minutes of the contest, throughout the entire event they lacked the necessary support. Providence Mullaneymen have been noted for in the past two seasons.

The Friars took a 21-15 lead into the dressing room and started the second half of the second half passing.

Capt. John Egan and Jim Hadnot turned in respectable performances for the Friars.

Space managed to collect 13 points, followed by 11 points, ten minutes of the game. Hadnot, who has never fired before, was able to gain the necessary game experience.

Capt. Fred Barakat and Ed Hoppert led Assumption's scoring for the week, although they were only able to participate in one game.

Coach Andy Laska, of Assumption, employed two freshmen in the game, Steve Warner and John Jenkins. Jenkins, a 6'8" center, pulled down a number of rebounds.

Providence Coach Joe Mul­laney used his entire bench in the game, with the exception of the injured Tim Myohanen, as everyone took a hand in the scoring. Only Egan and Hadnot were able to crack double figures for the Friars.

Boston University Six

Defeats Bucketers 7 - 6

Boston University's hockey team eked out a 7-6 victory over Providence College's hockey forces last Saturday afternoon at the R.I. Auditorium. Earlier in the week, the Friar sextet opened the season with a 5-1 victory over Providence College's hockey forces last Saturday afternoon at the R.I. Auditorium.

In the BU game, Providence was leading 6-4 at the end of the second period when the Terriers rallied for three goals to go into the lead and then held off a frantic effort by the Friars. Bob Rowan accounted for the Terriers' winning goal on a pass from Dave MacLeod.

PC's Jack McGeough opened the scoring at 5:25 of the first period with a bullet slapshot from the point through all. NG, while Barry Urbasko, tied with Joe Albert assisting. The Friars other goal of the period was tipped in by Jim Geoghan from John Donohue and Albert.

In the first period, the Terriers' Russ McCurdy, Bob Smith, and Bill Quinn netted goals while PC was short-handed.

Bob Spinney and McCurdy worked a cute back and forth pass set-up play on a 2 on 2 break with Spinney netting the upper cage for the other goal. In the middle session, Jim

THE FRIAR NINMDOES boast outstanding facilities in the Alumni Hall rifle range.

The Providence College Rifle team recently made known requirements for membership and participation on the squad.

The PC Rifle team, although under the guidance and leadership of the ROTC program, is recognized as a varsity unit, in no way restricting shooting on a specified day at their home range, are sent to the competing schools. Comparison determines the winners.
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